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Abstract: Long-distance oil and gas pipelines buried in permafrost areas will inevitably encounter
typical geological disasters, such as frost heave and thaw settlement and sliding, which easily cause
pipeline displacement, bending, or deformation. When there are certain defects in the pipeline,
additional complex, external stress will further lead to the failure of the pipeline or weld and can
even lead to serious accidents such as pipeline leakage, pipe burst, or fracture. This paper introduces
in detail the typical defects and risks of buried pipelines in permafrost areas and summarizes the
in-line inspection technologies, off-line inspection technologies, and integrated monitoring systems
for pipelines in the pipeline industry. Regarding pipelines in permafrost areas, in-line inspection
methods may be employed. These include magnetic flux leakage, electromagnetic eddy current,
ultrasonic, IMU, and electromagnetic acoustic transducer inspections. Off-line inspection is also one
of the important means of inspecting a pipeline in a permafrost area. Indirect inspection is combined
with verification by direct inspection to check and evaluate the integrity of the anticorrosive coating
and the effectiveness of the cathodic protection for the pipeline. Meanwhile, considering the external
environment of a pipeline in a permafrost area, a monitoring system should be developed and
established. This paper discusses and projects the future development of related technologies, which
provides reference for the construction and operation of pipelines in permafrost areas.

Keywords: permafrost area; long-distance oil and gas pipeline; in-line inspection; off-line
inspection; monitoring

1. Introduction

The continuous development of society and the economy entails the fast, efficient,
and safe transportation of energy, which becomes a significant factor restricting economic
growth and social development [1,2]. Gradually, long-distance pipelines have developed
into the main method of transporting petroleum and natural gas. Due to their extensiveness,
long-distance pipelines inevitably traverse areas exposed to a variety of geological hazards,
including permafrost areas [3–5]. As the country with the largest permafrost area in the
world, the Soviet Union (including now Russia) has extensive experience in the construction
of permafrost pipelines [6–8]. In 1960, the Soviet Union began paving an oil and gas
pipeline across a permafrost area. In 1963, the Soviet Union completed the Friendship Oil
Pipeline. With a diameter ranging from 1020 mm to 426 mm and a total length of 4665 km,
the Friendship Oil Pipeline transported crude oil to Eastern European countries. At the
time [9,10], the upsurge of pipeline construction in the Soviet Union coincided with the
great discovery and development of oil and gas in West Siberia. The first oil fields began
to produce oil in 1965, and the total length of the Soviet Union’s main oil routes reached
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32,344 km by 1971. In 1977, the Alaska pipeline, extending nearly 1289 km, was put into
operation. In 1985, the Norman Wells pipeline in Canada was successfully completed and
put into service [3–5]. Beginning in 1972, the Medvezhye–Nadym–Punga gas pipeline was
constructed in the Medvezhye field, which is located in the tundra, for the transportation
of natural gas. Only a 1420 mm diameter pipeline was used. In the early 1980s, Russia
completed a natural gas export pipeline connecting West Siberia to Europe. Gas entered
France through the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, Austria, and Germany [11].

In 2011 and 2018, the Mohe–Daqing Lines 1 and 2 of the China–Russia Crude Oil
Pipeline were put into production and operation, respectively, in China. Among them,
the Mohe–Daqing pipeline traverses the permafrost and seasonal frozen soil areas in the
Greater Khingan Mountains. From its initial station in Mohe to Dayangshu Town, the
pipeline extends through a permafrost area 441 km long, including areas of continuous,
discontinuous, and segregated permafrost [12–15]. These permafrost areas are interspersed
with marshes, riverbeds, floodplains, and steep slopes. The buried pipelines in permafrost
areas inevitably encounter geological hazards such as frost heave, thaw settlement, and
thaw sliding, which can easily lead to the deformation and displacement of the pipeline,
threatening its safe operation. In view of this, this paper investigates and summarizes
different techniques and methods to obtain some conclusions.

In-line inspection (ILI) has such advantages as a high inspection efficiency, low cost,
and a high recognition rate; it is therefore a common inspection method for long-distance
oil and gas pipelines worldwide. These technologies use a pipeline inspection tool (PIG)
in combination with different types of sensors, which are driven by a medium inside the
pipeline to inspect and record pipeline deformation during operation, including the pit and
ellipse, metal loss, stress and strain, and cracking. The ILI allows for the identification of
pipeline defects and their hazard severity without excavation. However, inspection data are
often affected by different conditions during internal geometry inspection. It is necessary
to analyze and determine the inspection tool and technology for different circumstances.

The techniques and measuring equipment used for aboveground coating inspections
are well established. These include the close interval potential survey (CIPS), direct current
voltage gradient (DCVG), alternating current voltage gradient (ACVG), and aboveground
survey techniques, which combine indirect inspections and direct dig verifications to
evaluate the pipeline coating condition and cathodic protection system. Non-contact
inspection is employed above ground to locate defects in the pipeline coating. Meanwhile,
the disturbance from stray current is also tested and evaluated. Excavation is carried out to
verify the actual dimensions of defects, soil electric conductivity, etc. Finally, repair and
maintenance advice is put forward based on the inspection and evaluation.

The main effect of permafrost on a pipeline is the vertical uplift or settlement of the
pipeline; therefore, monitoring the vertical displacement of a pipeline can vividly reflect
the safety statement of the pipeline and the development of permafrost hazards. At present,
many technologies have been developed to monitor ground displacement. However, it is
very difficult to monitor surface displacement in the vicinity of a pipeline using common
methods, as permafrost areas are often covered by ice and snow in the winter, causing a very
low ambient temperature (as low as −50 ◦C). They are also easily turned into marsh and
wetlands in summer, making it difficult for staff to enter. Pipeline displacement monitoring
is more complicated than surface displacement monitoring. At present, a mechanical
displacement monitoring technology is mainly adopted.

When a pipeline in a permafrost area is in operation, the overall safety and reliability
of the pipeline system depends on the control over the pipeline and soil conditions, apart
from metal loss, pit, and other pipeline defects. Among these parameters, the temperature
of the medium during transportation, the temperature field of the soil around pipeline, and
the deformation and displacement of the pipeline are the direct and significant parameters
that reflect the state of pipeline [14,15]. It is possible to learn about the state, ambient
temperature, pipeline stress, strain, displacement, and other important parameters of
pipeline in a timely and effective manner by performing in-line and off-line inspections
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and establishing an integrated monitoring system for pipelines in permafrost areas. It is of
great value and significance to guarantee the safety and long-term stability of pipelines,
the economic reasonableness of maintenance measures, and to facilitate engineering and
scientific research on pipelines in permafrost areas. In summary, this paper discusses
and predicts the future development of related technologies, providing reference for the
construction and operation of pipelines in permafrost areas.

2. Defects and Risks of Pipelines in Permafrost Areas

At present, the completed, under-construction, and planned pipelines in permafrost
areas around the world include the Roman Wells oil pipeline in discontinuous permafrost
in Canada, the Siberian pipeline above permafrost in the Russian Far East, the Alaska
oil pipeline, of which 70% is across permafrost in North America, and the pipeline net-
work in the cold regions of China [16–20] (including the Northeast China Oil Pipeline,
Geermu–Lhasa Oil Pipeline, China–Kazakhstan Gas Pipeline, China–Russia Crude Oil
Pipeline, and the China–Myanmar Oil and Gas Pipeline), which was initiated in the 1970s
and has been shaped gradually. The pipelines in permafrost areas often face very cold
weather, complex hydrological and meteorological conditions, and engineering geological
conditions, which inevitably disturb and even destroy the permafrost environment in the
process of construction and operation. On the contrary, pipelines may also warp, sink,
flatten, crack, or even break under the influence of the changing permafrost environment.
The heat transfer between the pipeline and permafrost may affect the migration and ice for-
mation of water in the permafrost, which further speeds up the change of the surrounding
permafrost. Hence, a pipeline in a permafrost area also faces the problems of thaw sliding,
frost heave, thaw settlement, and pipeline warping in addition to defects such as metal loss
and geometry deformation.

Thaw sliding is a serious geological problem encountered in the operation of the
pipeline in a permafrost area. The heat balance of the permafrost is severely affected by
pipeline trench excavation and vegetation destruction. For some ice-containing slopes
(especially in ice-rich regions), construction is often carried out in the winter. After the
pipeline is backfilled, the permafrost in the pipeline trench easily causes a thaw slope
collapse because of the operating temperature change of the pipeline, damage to vege-
tation and trees along the pipeline route, climate warming, and other factors. For this
reason, a stress concentration occurs in the relevant bottom areas of the slope and leads to
yield bending.

When pipelines are buried in a permafrost area, water molecules in the permafrost
migrate from a relatively warm region to a relatively cold region in the form of a water
membrane. After water is frozen, its significantly increasing volume leads to the expansion
of the soil volume, which pushes the pipeline away from its original laying path and makes
it move upward, resulting in bending deformation. Ice cones and frost heave mounds
are two typical adverse phenomena of frost heave and may cause two types of hazards.
One such hazard is the warping deformation of the pipeline, effected when the ice cone
and frost heave mound intrude into the pipeline foundation and cause its uplift. If the
deformation exceeds the design’s allowable value, the pipeline will be damaged or even
ruptured. The other hazard is the settlement displacement of and even damage to pipelines
that can be caused when ice cones and frost heave mounds thaw in warm summer weather.

While pipeline warping is caused by the frost heave of soil, the thermal stress relief
(∆T) arising from the temperature difference of pipelines under construction and during
operation in alpine areas exerts a significant effect. The construction of a pipeline in a
permafrost area is normally conducted in the winter, with the ambient temperature of
nearly −40 ◦C; however, the temperature may be positive when the pipeline is in operation.
This extreme temperature difference imposes tremendous stress on pipelines and causes
their thermal expansion. In addition to the uplift caused by frost heave, pipelines are very
prone to warping. During the construction of the Norman Wells pipeline, the pipelines
required heating before being lowered into the trench. However, warping was often
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encountered [21]. The Geermu–Lhasa pipeline in China has been in operation for three
decades and has experienced more than 30 leakage and perforation accidents [22]. Most of
these accidents were caused by pipeline warping due to frost heave in low temperatures
and thermal stress relief.

3. In-Line Inspection Technologies

In-line inspection (ILI) has advantages, such as its high inspection efficiency, low cost,
and high recognition rate. It is therefore a common inspection method for long-distance
oil and gas pipelines worldwide [23,24]. These technologies use a pipeline inspection tool
(PIG) in combination with different types of sensors, which are driven by a medium inside
the pipeline to inspect and record pipeline deformation during operation, including pit and
ellipse, metal loss, stress and strain, and cracking. After inspection, the PIG can analyze the
collected data and indicate the location of these defects for excavation and repair [25,26].
Most oil and gas pipelines are buried in the ground, and ILI allows for the identification
of defects and their severity of hazard without excavation. By virtue of applicability
evaluation, integrity evaluation, and other techniques, excavation can be conducted first to
repair the defective parts of a pipeline, so as to prevent and effectively reduce accidents and
reduce the expenses of pipeline repair. Therefore, this offers a significant way to guarantee
the safety of a pipeline.

3.1. High-Resolution Pipeline Magnetic Flux Leakage Inspection

Magnetic flux leakage inspection is the most widely used and most mature technol-
ogy for inspecting pipeline defects through ferromagnetic inspection [27], as is shown in
Figure 1. After ferromagnetic pipeline walls are magnetized, magnetic field leakage is
caused at any defective position of the pipeline wall. The leaked magnetic lines of force
will deviate from the original direction of magnetic field after refraction, experiencing the
corresponding component intensity distribution variation in three-dimensional directions.
They are then converted by a Hall element into induced voltage signals [28,29]. When
the other conditions for the Hall element are given, the Hall voltage directly indicates the
magnitude of the magnetic induction intensity in parallel with the normal direction of the
Hall element. At present, varieties of magnetic flux leakage inspection technology include
three-axis, high-resolution magnetic flux leakage inspection technology, circumferential
excitation magnetic flux leakage in-line inspection technology, three-dimensional pulse
magnetic flux [30–32] leakage in-line inspection technology, and rotating magnetic flux
leakage in-line inspection technology. Among these methods, three-axis, high-resolution
magnetic flux leakage inspection requires sensors placed in three directions, in addition to
the existing probes, to detect the intensity of magnetic field leakage at any defective pipeline
wall by virtue of the three-axial orthogonal sensors. This technology can use the sensor
axially perpendicular to the pipeline to measure the variation in the axial magnetic field
intensity, the sensor radially perpendicular to the pipeline surface to measure the variation
in the radial magnetic field intensity, and the sensor circumferentially perpendicular to the
pipeline [33–35] to measure the variation in the circumferential magnetic field intensity,
thereby improving the accuracy of defect inspection.

Magnetic flux leakage PIG mainly employs three types of excitations, including axial
excitation, circumferential excitation, and spiral excitation. Axial excitation uses permanent
magnets for maturation magnetization on the inspected pipeline wall in the axial direction,
and the magnetic lines of force are parallel to the axial direction of the pipeline [36–38].
Therefore, it can achieve very good results in detecting the defects subject to non-axial
distribution. The ROSEN Company uses axial excitation for its in-line inspection tool; its
inspection accuracy for different types of defects is provided in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Principles of magnetic flux leakage in-line inspection.

Table 1. Inspection accuracy of axial magnetic flux leakage tool.

General Pitting Axial
Grooving

Axial
Slotting

Depth at POD = 90% 0.1 t 0.12 t 0.2 t ±0.12 t
Depth sizing accuracy at 80% certainty ±0.1 t ±0.1 t ±0.15 t ±0.1 t
Length sizing accuracy at 80% certainty ±15 mm ±10 mm ±10 mm ±10 mm
Width sizing accuracy at 80% certainty ±15 mm ±12 mm ±12 mm ±12 mm

Abbreviations: POD—probability of detection; t—wall thickness.

Circumferential excitation utilizes permanent magnets for saturation magnetization
on the inspected pipeline wall in the circumferential direction, generating a magnetic
field around the circumference of pipeline [39,40]. The magnetic lines of force are vertical
to the axial direction of the pipeline, so that axial defects can significantly change the
distribution of the magnetic field and thus be easily detected. For instance, the ROSEN
Company’s circumferential magnetic flux leakage tool employs circumferential excitation,
and its inspection accuracy for different types of defects is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Inspection accuracy of circumferential magnetic flux leakage tool.

General Pitting Axial
Grooving

Axial
Slotting

Depth at POD = 90% 0.15 t 0.15 t 0.1 t ±0.20 t
Depth sizing accuracy at 80% certainty ±0.15 t ±0.19 t ±0.15 t ±0.15 t
Length sizing accuracy at 80% certainty ±15 mm ±12 mm ±15 mm ±15 mm
Width sizing accuracy at 80% certainty ±15 mm ±15 mm ±15 mm ±15 mm

Abbreviations: POD—probability of detection; t—wall thickness.

In order to resolve the problem of the tool, which is insensitivity to narrow and long
metal loss and cracking parallel to the magnetic lines of force, the spiral excitation generates
the magnetic field distribution, spiraling around the pipeline, by spirally arranging perma-
nent magnets. Typically, the TDW Company develops the spiral magnetic flux leakage tool
based on spiral magnetization to inspect and measure the cracks and the narrow and long
defects in all directions.

Compared to other nondestructive testing methods (e.g., ray and ultrasonic), magnetic
flux leakage inspection has the following advantages: (1) it can simultaneously inspect the
defects on the inner and external walls of pipeline; (2) it is highly reliable and accurate,
lowering the influence of human factors; (3) it can inspect oil and gas pipelines without
a coupling agent; and (4) it can perform axial, circumferential, and radial inspections of
a pipeline. However, this inspection method is limited in the following aspects: (1) it is
applicable to the inspection of ferromagnetic materials but is not suitable for the inspection
of nonmetallic and composite materials; and (2) in practice, the shape of defects do not
correspond with the inspection signal. Therefore, the theory of defect quantification should
be further explored.
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3.2. Ultrasonic In-Line Inspection

Ultrasonic in-line inspection is based on the principles of ultrasonic measurement for
pulse echo time. An ultrasonic probe transmits an ultrasonic pulse to the pipeline wall, and
the ultrasonic pulse is reflected when it reaches the edge or defect of pipeline wall [25,41].
The reflected ultrasonic waves are then received by the receiver. The reflection time of the
echo signal and the characteristics of the signals are evaluated to predict their position and
size. There are two types of ultrasonic in-line inspection technology: one is the transmission
of an ultrasonic pulse in the direction perpendicular to the pipeline wall, as is shown in
Figure 2a. The ultrasonic pulse is reflected twice by the inner and outer surfaces of the
pipeline wall. The time at which the receiver receives the pulse twice is used to calculate the
distance from the receiver to the inner wall of pipeline as well as the pipeline wall thickness,
so as to identify and quantify the volumetric defects. The second method involves the
transmission of a 45◦ shear wave to the pipeline wall, which is reflected at any defect, as is
shown in Figure 2b. The defects, such as a stress corrosion crack (SCC) or circumferential
crack, can be detected by the ultrasonic technology [42–45].
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At present, the ultrasonic in-line inspection of a pipeline is mainly achieved by using a
phased array ultrasonic inspection tool which consists of closely arranged probes. Several
neighboring probes form a probe group. In a probe group, probes can transmit ultrasonic
pulse signals at different directions and angles in a time sequence, realizing a higher
resolution and inspection accuracy. Hence, this method can not only inspect metal corrosion
and crack but can also detect different types of defects, such as stress corrosion cracking,
fatigue cracking, and welding cracking [46–48]. The NDT Company develops an EVO
SERIES 1.0 UC ultrasonic inspection tool, which is mainly used in crack inspection. In
the gauge, an ultrasonic probe can be used as both the transmitter and receiver. The tool
transmits a 45◦ shear wave to pipeline wall and utilizes a pulse echo technique. Therefore,
it can greatly detect tiny cracks with a depth of more than 1 mm. The specific inspection
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accuracy is given in Table 3. Additionally, the NDT Company also develops an EVO SERIES
1.0 UMp inspection tool for corrosion inspection. For defects with a diameter of more than
5 mm and a depth of more than 0.8 mm, the tool’s probability of detection (POD) is greater
than or equal to 90%, and the defect depth measurement accuracy is up to ±0.4 mm.

Table 3. Inspection accuracy of EVO SERIES 1.0 UC inspection tool.

POD for Axial Cracks, Crack-Like Anomalies and Liner Indications ≥ 90%
Min. Depth of Crack with L ≥ 20 mm (0.79 in)

Base material and at weld 1 mm 0.04 in

In weld 2 mm 0.08 in

Depth sizing accuracy at 80% certainty

1 . . . <4 mm (0.04 . . . <0.16 in) ±1 mm ±0.04 in

≥4 mm (0.16 in) ±1.3 mm ±0.05 in

Length sizing accuracy at 90% certainty ±10 mm ±0.39 in

Location in pipeline wall

Internal/external Yes Yes

Compared with other in-line inspection technologies, ultrasonic in-line inspection
has the following advantages: (1) ultrasonic waves propagate along a straight line in the
medium, so they are greatly directional; (2) ultrasonic waves have strong penetration, so
this technology is suitable for pipelines of any wall thickness; (3) it is highly sensitive and
greatly capable of detecting corrosion and crack defects; and (4) it can identify internal
defects from external defects. However, it has very high requirements for the cleanness of
the pipeline surface. Ultrasonic waves can propagate through liquid for coupling, so this
technology can be only used for liquid transportation pipelines.

3.3. Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducer Inspection

Electromagnetic acoustic transducer (EMAT) inspection technology uses permanent
magnets to create a magnetic field on the pipeline wall. It employs an alternating current
coil, oriented vertically to the magnetic field, to generate an eddy current in the pipeline
wall [49,50]. The eddy current imposes a force perpendicular to pipeline wall, and the
ultrasonic waves are generated to propagate along the pipeline wall. The electromagnetic
and ultrasonic waves spread along the pipeline wall and will attenuate if no defects exist.
They will be disturbed to generate a reflection signal if any defects exist. This method is
used to detect and quantify the type and size of the defect. As is shown in Figure 3, the
EMAT inspection system consists of excitation, transmitting, and receiving parts: an exciter
for generating the bias magnetic field, an inspected test piece, and a coil for receiving the
inspection signal [51,52].
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After its research and development for nearly half a century, EMAT inspection tech-
nology has gradually become mature. The U.S. PII Company develops an EmatScan CD
pipeline inspection tool for liquid and gas pipelines. For narrow and long cracks with
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a length of more than 50 mm and a depth of more than 2 mm, its POD is greater than
90%. The tool can detect smaller SCCs and coating stripping. It can also be employed to
inspect and measure any other type of longitudinal cracking, including fatigue cracking,
weld toe cracking, configuration cracking, long cracking in or around a joint, and lack-of-
fusion cracking. Additionally, it can accurately detect depressions and cracks caused by
mechanical damage.

The EMAT inspection tool keeps all the advantages of a traditional ultrasonic testing
tool. Additionally, EMAT inspection is non-contact and does not require a coupling agent. It
is applicable to both liquid and gas transmission pipelines. EMAT does not require special
cleaning of the surface of pipeline and can directly inspect any rough surface. EMAT can
be used in high-temperature inspection, mobile inspection, and phased-array inspection
since it can trigger all types of ultrasonic waveforms [53–55]. However, it has a lower
transduction efficiency and a weak inspection signal.

3.4. Electromagnetic Eddy Current Inspection

Electromagnetic eddy current in-line inspection is a technology based on the principles
of electromagnetic induction. As is shown in Figure 4, when the alternating excitation
of a certain frequency is applied to the surface of the conductor, an alternating eddy
current will be generated. A constant secondary magnetic field is then generated in a
certain range [56–58]. When the conductor is discontinuous, the alternating eddy current is
blocked. This changes the secondary magnetic field caused by eddy current: that is, there
is an abrupt change in the secondary magnetic field. The inspection coil is placed with a
certain distance from the excitation coil to effectively receive the change in magnetic field
after the eddy current passes through the pipeline wall and returns. In this way, any defect
on the inner wall of the pipeline can be detected. Eddy current inspection requires an
alternating excitation device [59], and its output signal has a high frequency. The inspection
probe should not be made of metal, or it will shield the eddy current effect resulting from
the alternating excitation [60,61]. The advantage of electromagnetic eddy current inspection
is its high inspection sensitivity for the defects on the surface and near the surface of the
pipeline. The electromagnetic eddy current method is unable to identify characteristics
of defects on the outer pipeline wall [62,63], but it can be combined with magnetic flux
leakage inspection technology to distinguish internal and external defects.
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The JENTEK Sensor Company develops an electromagnetic eddy current technology
based on a winding magnetometer array to inspect the corrosion defects in oil and gas
pipelines. Moreover, it can also inspect the axial cracks caused by stress corrosion.

Compared with other in-line inspection technologies, the eddy current inspection tool
has the following advantages: (1) it offers non-contact inspection without a coupling agent,
so that it is not necessary to clean the surface of the inspected pipeline and the coating on
the surface of the pipeline does not affect the inspection results; (2) the eddy current moves
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on the metallic conductor, which is subjected to the skin effect, so it can detect defects on
the internal surface and near the surface of pipeline; (3) the tool is easy to operate and has
a lower cost. Moreover, it has a very high inspection accuracy since it is less affected by
human factors; and (4) the inspection uses a voltage signal, making it convenient to store
and process data and facilitating the imaging and characteristic analysis of defects. The
disadvantages of eddy current inspection technology are as follows: (1) it is applicable
only to conductive materials; (2) it is unable to detect defects on the external surface of the
pipeline; and (3) it is unable to accurately measure the size of defects.

3.5. IMU Centerline and Bending Strain Inspection

The pipelines in permafrost areas are easily affected by natural disasters, such as thaw-
ing settlement and frost heave, which cause the displacement, bending, and deformation
of pipelines and results in excessive bending stress. At present, domestic and overseas
pipeline operators mainly employ an inertial measurement unit (IMU) in-line inspection
tool to inspect the position and bending strain of pipelines [64–66]. The IMU in-line in-
spection can firstly provide accurate surveying and mapping for the specific position of a
pipeline. Subsequently, the inertial navigation unit is utilized to solve the bending strain of
a long-distance oil pipeline using the collected data [67,68]. For instance, GE PII, ROSEN,
and the PetroChina Pipeline Company have developed an IMU in-line inspection system
based on inertial measurement. The system consists of an in-line inspection tool (as shown
in Figure 5), an aboveground marker, and data processing software.
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The IMU module in PIG, as shown in Figure 6, can perform the independent surveying
and mapping of a pipeline centerline based on a strap-down, inertial navigation system.
The inertial surveying and mapping unit of the IMU module can synchronize the time
with the master clock of an in-line inspection tool; collect data from three gyroscopes, three
accelerometers, and an odometer at any fixed time; and store the data in its system memory.
After inspection, the data can be gathered artificially.

In the inspection tool, multi-sensors are utilized to obtain the position parameters and
the pipeline-centerline trajectory of the entire pipeline. The multi-sensor data fusion of an
IMU inspection system is shown in Figure 7. The accurate pipeline-centerline coordinates
are used to calculate the bending strain on the pipeline. The inspection is carried out
as follows:

1. The gyroscopes and accelerometers in the inspection tool obtain the angular velocity
of rotation and the displacement acceleration of the inspection tool. These data are
processed to gather the information on the position attitude of the inspection tool at
any time;

2. The drifting of inertial components may cause an increase in the measurement error
as time goes by. Inspection data can be rectified by using the GPS coordinates of
the aboveground marker, odometer, pipeline characteristics (weld and bend), and
other parameters;
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3. After pipeline inspection, the data stored in the inspection tool are imported into
computer. They are then processed in a specialized software to obtain the distribution
track and position parameters of the pipeline centerline.
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An IMU in-line inspection system can provide bending characteristics and their vari-
ation along the entire pipeline. During a single operation of an IMU, the accuracy of its
strain inspection is 0.125%. During repeated operation, the accuracy of strain inspection
is 0.02% [69–71]. As revealed in the field inspection results of each inspection tool, this
inspection system features a high inspection accuracy, accurate positioning, and compre-
hensive data, meeting the requirements for the inspection of a long-distance pipeline in
a permafrost area. Additionally, safety evaluations and early warnings are provided by
considering the results of in-line inspections such as magnetic flux leakage, ultrasonic, and
geometry deformation. In any unstable area, pipelines can be monitored continuously for a
long time to prevent their failure.

3.6. Geometry Deformation In-Line Inspection

Geometry in-line inspection means performing a geometry inspection by virtue of
an intelligent PIG inside a pipeline. At present, these technologies, both at home and
abroad, are mainly classified into mechanical inspection and physical electromagnetic
inspection [72–74].

In mechanical inspection, an intelligent PIG is equipped with several mechanical
tensioning arms with pulleys: these can enter pipelines. If any deformation occurs inside a
pipeline, a mechanical tensioning arm can stretch automatically to trigger a signal to the
sensor on the arm. The signal passes through the transmission system to the data storage
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system of the intelligent PIG. After completing the pipeline inspection and collecting the
intelligent PIG, data can be downloaded into a computer for analysis [75]. The geometry
deformation of the pipeline can then be determined using analysis software.

Physical electromagnetic inspection technology follows the principles of an inducted
eddy current, i.e., an intelligent PIG is equipped with a magnetic induction line generation
device and enters the pipeline. After entering the pipeline, the device generates magnetic
induction lines, which are captured by the sensor and stored by a data transmission system
into the data storage system of the intelligent PIG. The steel pipeline wall provides a natural
shield against magnetic induction lines. Therefore, the magnetic induction lines generated
by the device are entirely shielded by the pipeline wall, and the sensor can capture the
loss of magnetic induction lines. After being downloaded, the stored magnetic induction
line data can be analyzed using software. The geometry diagram of the pipeline wall can
then be vividly observed and revealed by the decrease in magnetic induction lines in the
recorded data.

Technically, electromagnetic inspection seems better than mechanical inspection for
the following reasons:

1. Mechanical inspection technology employs mechanical tensioning arms; it is therefore
not suitable for 360◦ pipeline-wall inspection;

2. Mechanical inspection technology is, in principle, tension inspection. The pulley at the
top of each tensioning arm is in contact with the impurities on pipeline wall (e.g., salt
crystals), so the undulating surface of the pipeline wall caused by such impurities
cannot be identified;

3. Electromagnetic inspection technology can overcome the influence of nonmetallic
impurities on the pipeline wall to realize a satisfactory inspection.

Nevertheless, inspection data are often affected by different conditions during an
internal geometry inspection. When a pipeline is under poor conditions, e.g., low pressure
and fast speed, an electromagnetic inspection tool will be affected by multiple factors, while
a mechanical inspection tool will perform much better. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze
and determine the inspection tool and technology for different circumstances.

4. External Corrosion Direct Assessment Technologies

External corrosion direct assessment technologies are intended to evaluate the pipeline
coating condition, identify coating defect locations, and estimate the corrosion activity of
the pipeline [76]. The techniques and measuring equipment for aboveground coating in-
spections are well established. They include techniques such as the close interval potential
survey (CIPS), direct current voltage gradient (DCVG) [77], alternating current voltage
gradient (ACVG) [78], and aboveground survey techniques, which combine indirect inspec-
tions and direct dig verifications to evaluate the pipeline coating condition and cathodic
protection system [79]. Firstly, non-contact inspection is employed above ground to locate
the defects in the pipeline coating. Meanwhile, the disturbance by stray current is tested
and evaluated. Subsequently, excavation is carried out to verify the actual dimensions of
defects, soil electric conductivity, etc. At last, repair and maintenance advice is put forward
based on the inspection and evaluation.

4.1. Direct Current Voltage Gradient

As is shown in Figure 8, the direct current voltage gradient (DCVG) inspection tool is
actually a highly sensitive millivoltmeter which measures the output of two Cu/CuSO4
electrodes (or pole probes) inserted into the ground surface under the potential gradient
equilibrium at surface level. If the distance between the two electrodes exceeds 0.5 m, and
one electrode has a higher potential than the other, it can measure the direction of current
on the ground and above the pipeline as well as the potential gradient (voltage) between
the two electrodes.
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To eliminate the electric interference of other factors, such as the pipeline, earth current,
and the cathodic protection system, and better distinguish other DC power signals during
inspection, asymmetrical DC signals are applied to the pipeline for DCVG inspection.
Moreover, the cathodic protection current on the pipeline should be turned on and off in a
regular cycle (for example, 0.45 s on and 0.8 s off). A DCVG inspection assesses the size of
the damaged points and qualitatively classifies them in terms of severity according to the
standard NACE RP0502 Pipeline External Corrosion Direct Assessment Methodology.

Due to its high sensitivity and accuracy, DCVG technology can accurately locate
pipeline coating damage. It can estimate the severity of the pipeline coating damage (by
calculating %IR) to provide basic data for a coating condition evaluation [80]. Combined
with appropriate dig verification, it is possible to determine whether corrosion defects
on the pipeline body will continue to develop. DCVG has a good anti-environmental
interference ability and is not affected by surrounding companion pipelines.

4.2. Alternating Current Voltage Gradient

Alternating current voltage gradient (ACVG) is an aboveground measurement method
that locates the defects in pipeline coating by measuring the ground potential gradient
change caused by the alternating current that leaks from the damaged point of coating along
or on both sides of the pipeline. As is shown in Figure 9, ACVG employs a pipeline current
mapping (PCM) device together with an AC ground potential measurement gauge to
measure the variation of ACVG in the soil for the identification and accurately positioning
of defects on the outer coating of a buried pipeline [81].

During measurement, an operator inserts electrodes into the ground at certain intervals
along pipeline route. On the device’s panel, an arrow indicates the position of any damage
on the pipeline coating. The arrow will move while the device moving. When the damage
is approached, the arrow will become stable. Meanwhile, the electric field intensity value
appears to indicate the size of the leakage point. When the operator moves away from the
damage, the value of the electric field intensity decreases. After repeated measurement and
careful tracking, the operator can locate the coating damage point, which is right in the
middle of the two electrodes.

The accuracy of this measurement method’s results may be affected in the following
cases: the pipeline is inside sleeve, which is not flooded by electrolytes; the A-frame is too
close to the transmitter; the region is not reachable during measurement, e.g., crossing a
river; or the pipeline section has a very poor conductivity of the external coating, e.g., gravel
pavement, frozen soil, asphalt pavement, or massive rock backfilling [82].
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4.3. Pipeline Current Mapper

The pipeline current mapper (PCM) method applies a certain alternating voltage
between the pipeline and the earth, detects the intensity and variation of the alternating
voltage along the pipeline on the ground, and converts it into the variation of current in
the pipeline so as to determine the location of the pipeline coating damage [83]. During
measurement, a current decay curve is drawn using the current at each measurement
point and the distance between measurement points. The slope of the current decay curve
represents the quality of the pipeline coating. The steeper the curve, the greater the current
decay rate and the worse the quality of the pipeline outer coating. If the current suddenly
decays at a certain point, the pipeline outer coating is damaged or there are branch pipelines,
overlaps, etc. [84].

This method can provide accurate information on the burial depth, location, branch,
external metal structure, and large coating damage of a buried pipeline. It can qualitatively
identify the coating quality difference between pipeline sections according to the slope of
the current decay [85].

The common criteria for judgment are as follows:

1. If the coating of a pipeline is in good condition, the reading of the current often
decreases slightly [86];

2. If the coating of a pipeline is entirely aged, the reading of the current drops dramati-
cally [87];

3. If the coating of a pipeline has some sections in poor condition, the current at the aged
sections decreases significantly;

4. The pipeline is overlapped with other metal structures;
5. The sleeve of pipeline has a poor coating which overlaps the pipeline;
6. On the buried route of the pipeline, the pipeline outer coating is in good condition,

but there are dry or sandy areas [88].

4.4. Direct Inspection: Ultrasonic Testing

Ultrasonic testing is a direct inspection method for pipeline excavation [89]. As shown
in Figure 10, it mainly utilizes the reflection of ultrasonic pulses to measure the pipeline
wall thickness [90]. During inspection, a probe vertically transmits ultrasonic pulse waves
to the outer wall of pipeline. The probe receives the reflected pulse from the outer surface
of pipeline wall, and the ultrasonic probe receives the reflected pulse from the outer surface
of pipeline wall. The gap between them indicates the pipeline wall thickness. On this basis,
the depth and position of pipeline defects can be detected. This method follows simple
principles of inspection and has a lower sensitivity to the pipeline material. It is therefore
not affected by impurities in pipeline material during inspection [91]. For this reason, it can
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carry out an accurate inspection of pipelines with thick walls and large diameters, and it
can overcome the difficulty or restriction of pipeline wall thickness during inspection [92].
However, it has limitations, including the fast attenuation of ultrasonic waves in the air
and the need for a coupling agent during inspection. This is normally the medium that
allows for the propagation of sound waves, e.g., oil or water [93].
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Traditional ultrasonic testing uses a single or double crystal probe to generate beams
and assesses the dimensions of defects based on the attenuation of waves. In phased-array
technology, the probe is composed of multiple chips, which is different from traditional
ultrasonic testing.

In phased-array technology, the probe triggers the chips with a slight time interval to
generate beams with an effective interference phase [94]. These chips are controlled with
a delay to excite multiple wafers. Through the delay control of multiple wafers, acoustic
beam deflection control is achieved. In order to achieve a good interference or superposition
effect in the inspected area, each independent chip of the phased-array multiple probe
apertures needs to be controlled by a computer according to the focusing principle. The
time interval from each wafer to the virtual focus is calculated according to the focusing
rule on the virtual focus, and the trigger delay time of each wafer is adjusted so that the
emitted ultrasonic waves reach the virtual focus at the same time. If there is no defect at the
virtual focus position, the ultrasound will continue to propagate forward; if there is a real
defect at the virtual focus position, the ultrasonic waves excited from the various wafers
are superimposed here. Its energy is the strongest, forming a large, reflected echo.

Ultrasound C-scan imaging technology is a non-destructive inspection technology [95–99]
that displays the shape of defects inside materials in the form of grayscale images, as shown
in Figure 11. According to the principles of the focus probe, the energy of the ultrasonic
waves converges at the focus. However, the focus is not a point, but a circle with a specific
diameter. During the process of C-scan imaging, the probe scans through the position (a, b).
The focus probe transmits ultrasonic waves, which are reflected at the bonding surface
between 1# and 2# materials. The energy of the reflected waves is received by the focus
probe and converted into a voltage signal. Data processing is performed for the amplitude
of the voltage signal to obtain the gray scale of the image at the position (a, b). After the
probe scans along a specific route, the gray scale of each point is obtained. The energy of
the reflected waves at each point on the scanning route determines the gray scale of the
point in the C-scan image [100].
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4.5. Direct Inspection: Soil Resistivity

The resistivity of the soil around a buried pipeline is an important parameter for
judging the effectiveness of the pipeline’s cathodic protection system and the risk status
of the damage point of the pipeline coating [101,102]. Soil resistivity detection methods
mainly include the Wenner 4-pin method [103], single-probe method [104], soil box [105],
and the electromagnetic induction method [106].

The most commonly used method is Wenner 4-pin method. It involves the use of four
pins driven into the ground. A current is applied to the outer pins, and the voltage between
the inner pins is measured. The resistivity is a function of the current, voltage, and the
spacing of the electrodes (which is equal to the depth of the test). The average soil resistivity
is a function of the voltage drop between the center pair of pins, with current flowing
between the two outside pins. It is necessary to avoid placing pins over underground
structures, either metallic or non-metallic. In circumstances where this cannot be avoided,
pin should be placed perpendicular rather than parallel to pipelines or cables. The probe-
type device consists of a metal probe rod, pushed into the ground to the desired depth.
For the single-probe method, the tip of the rod is typically isolated from the remainder
of the rod so that the resistance between the rod tip and rod body can be measured. The
resistance measured is a function of the soil resistivity [107].

When using a soil box, a soil sample is put in the soil box and the soil box electrodes
are connected to a power source and voltage-measuring device. The resistance of the soil
between two potential electrodes is measured [108]. There are various standards or test
procedures used in the preparation of the soil for testing.

In the practice of carrying out the electromagnetic induction method, it has been found
that a very high-resistivity environment may prevent effective cathodic protection (e.g., dry
or frozen soils) [109]. Therefore, for a pipeline in a permafrost area, the main difficulty is to
accurately measure the resistivity of the soil around each section of the pipeline, evaluate
its impact on the cathodic protection effect, and reasonably formulate the operating rules
for the cathodic protection system.

5. Integrated Monitoring Systems for Pipelines in Permafrost Areas
5.1. Displacement Monitoring of the Pipeline and Soil

The main effect of permafrost on a pipeline is the vertical uplift or settlement of the
pipeline. Therefore, monitoring the vertical displacement of a pipeline can vividly reflect
the safety statement of the pipeline and the development of permafrost hazards [110–112].
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At present, many technologies exist to monitor ground displacement. However, it is very
difficult to monitor the surface displacement in the vicinity of a pipeline using common
methods. This is because permafrost areas are often covered by ice and snow in the winter,
which causes a very low ambient temperature (as low as −50 ◦C) and are also easily turned
into marsh and wetlands in summer, making it difficult for staff to enter [113]. Pipeline
displacement monitoring is more complicated than surface displacement monitoring. At
present, mechanical displacement monitoring technology is mainly adopted.

5.1.1. Mechanical Displacement Monitoring Technology

The principle of mechanical displacement monitoring technology for oil and gas
pipelines in frozen soil areas is shown in Figure 12. These include installing benchmark
and sighting piles in the monitoring area and installing marker piles on the pipelines to
be monitored. A local coordinate system is established with the benchmark pile and the
sighting pile, and the coordinates of each marker pile are measured regularly. If the pipeline
is displaced, the coordinates of the marker pile change. The coordinate change between
two time intervals is the displacement of the pipeline within that time interval.
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Displacement due to frost heave and thaw subsidence is mainly caused by the verti-
cal, that is, the elevation. Therefore, the measurement coordinates are mainly elevation
coordinates. The principle of total station height measurement is shown in Figure 13. The
total station is set up at point A (the height of point A is known HA), the reflection prism is
placed at the point to be sought, B, and the total station is aligned with the center of the
prism to measure the slope, S, and the vertical angle, a, for the elevation of point B, HB.
The formula is as follows:

HB = HA + hAB = HA + S ∗ sin a + i− l (1)

where i is the height of total station and l is the height of prism.
In this method, a technician is required to carry an electronic total station or other

monitoring device to the site for data collection. This method features a long cycle of
monitoring and is significantly affected by environmental factors. Moreover, monitoring
cannot be automatically achieved. In other sectors, vertical displacement is monitored
using a hydrostatic level, which must be on the same horizontal plane as the monitored
point and must have a small scale (no more than 1 m). The height difference of the pipeline
monitoring sections may be up to 3–5 m, and the vertical displacement may reach 1–2 m
within 1–2 years. Therefore, an ordinary hydrostatic level cannot meet the requirements
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for monitoring the vertical displacement of a pipeline in a permafrost area. In a harsh
environment, a hydrostatic level also cannot be installed at the site.
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5.1.2. Automatic Monitoring System

Obviously, common methods face many difficulties in monitoring surface dis-placement
in the vicinity of pipeline as well as the pipeline displacement. For this reason, a mon-
itoring system is required to ensure the real-time, remote, and automatic monitoring of
vertical pipeline displacement under the influence of frost heave and thaw settlement in
the extremely cold environment of a permafrost area. The system should realize a higher
accuracy of pipeline displacement monitoring, have stable and reliable data collection
and transmission equipment, have a long service life, and be convenient to install, in-
spect, and maintain. Additionally, the winter environment is harsh in a permafrost area,
bringing higher requirements for and challenges to monitoring methods, instruments, and
equipment [114,115].

The principles of an automatic monitoring system are as shown in Figure 14. The
piezometer (9) mounted on the reference pile (8) and the piezometer (6) mounted at the
pipeline monitoring point are connected to the liquid tank (15) through a liquid connecting
tube (11). All piezometers are part of the same hydraulic system. The displacement of
the reference pile (8) remains unchanged for a long time, and the elevation of the fixed
piezometer (9) is constantly stable (which is regarded as a constant value). During the
settlement or uplift of pipeline, the elevation of the piezometer fixed on the pipeline
changes and causes the variation of its elevation difference with reference point. The new
elevation can be calculated using the measured liquid pressure to obtain the variation in the
pipeline elevation. Therefore, the piezometers (9 and 6) are used to periodically measure
the liquid pressure at each monitoring point. The elevation variation of the pipeline at each
monitoring point can then be obtained, i.e., the vertical displacement can be obtained.

All piezometers are connected to a data collection device (13) for real-time data
collection and rely on a remote data transmission device (12) to transmit the data in a
real-time manner to a remote data transmission device (19) in a room (21) through a mobile
phone signal (GPRS) (17) or satellite (18). After the data are processed by the server (20), an
early warning based on the monitoring is sent to the user.

The data collection device (13), remote data transmission module (12), battery (14), and
liquid tank (15) are placed in a sealed and buried box (16), which is buried in the ground
with all the other devices at the site to prevent the influence of an adverse atmospheric
environment (1). Therefore, this method can be applied in alpine permafrost areas. The
influence range of the pipe temperature varies with different monitoring sections. The in-
stallation depth of the above instrument can be 4–8 m, 5–10 m away from the circumference
of the tube. The installation depth depends on the type and stability of the frozen soil in
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the pipeline. Markers and benchmarks of the pipeline-displacement monitoring system are
shown in Figure 15.
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• Characteristics of Monitoring System

1. An automatic monitoring system for the vertical displacement of a pipeline
based on liquid pressure is put forward The system can automatically monitor
the vertical displacement of a pipeline in a permafrost area;

2. The vertical displacement monitoring equipment for a pipeline is different from
the common liquid pressure monitoring method with a static-level settlement
measurement device. It places piezometers at reference points and monitoring
points to measure the liquid pressure of the hydraulic system at these points to
calculate the elevation difference between these points. Piezometers have a larger
measuring range (70 kPa); therefore, this method can be used for monitoring
with a large measuring range (2 m) in regions with a large elevation difference
(3–5 m). Meanwhile, it is not affected by a variation in atmospheric pressure or
a variation in the level of a liquid tank (which is caused by liquid leakage and
container expansion or shrinkage). Hence, monitoring accuracy is guaranteed
(better than 7 mm);
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3. All devices at the site are buried underground to guarantee their normal opera-
tion in the harsh climate environment of alpine regions (which are covered by
snow and ice in the winter, with an extreme ambient temperature of −50 ◦C, and
turn into marsh and wetlands due to thawing in the summer).

5.2. Soil Temperature Monitoring
5.2.1. Principles of Monitoring System

The temperature distribution of soil around the pipeline is one of the key parameters
that reflects the environment in which the pipeline is located. The temperature field can be
monitored to determine out the temperature distribution and the freeze–thaw cycle and its
varying state in the vicinity of pipeline, providing an important basis for judging whether
a pipeline is exposed to the freeze–thaw cycle or other potential hazards. Therefore, it can
help identify the activity regularity of permafrost and seasonal frozen soil [116–118].

A temperature field monitoring system consists of a temperature sensor, signal cable,
collection memory, battery, concrete well, and an in-well instrument frame. A data reader–
recorder is used to read and transfer the data from the collection memory artificially and
regularly. It is universal to the temperature monitoring system in all sections.

As is shown in Figure 16, the temperature sensors on each monitoring section are
divided into six groups in the case. A group is provided for the monitoring points on the
outer surface of pipeline wall (or thermal insulation coating) and above the pipeline, while
five groups A, B, C, D, and E, are arranged as monitoring points in the vertical direction.
Among them, group E is used to monitor the temperature distribution of the soil in its
natural state. The monitoring place should be in a typical permafrost area, e.g., sections
with a higher ice content and special geologic conditions and typical permafrost develop-
ment zones, so as to monitor the transition of permafrost conditions. To learn about the
temperature distribution regularity of permafrost along the entire route, it is recommended
to cover the permafrost area along the entire route as much as possible [119,120].
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5.2.2. Characteristics of Monitoring System

Based on the soil temperature monitoring and environmental factors in permafrost
areas, the monitoring system should meet the requirements as follows:

1. The temperature measurement accuracy is 0.1 ◦C, and the error of vertical distance
between temperature sensors is <1 cm, measured at the site prior to burial;

2. The signal cable of sensors is protected by a plastic tube and buried at a depth of
30 cm;

3. The temperature collection secondary meter (the data collection and storage system)
meets the “GB3836.1-2000 General Requirements for Electrical Equipment”, and can
operate normally under a temperature of −30 ◦C;
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4. The concrete well is provided with thermal insulation and protection against frost
heave, groundwater penetration, and rainwater. The cable holes are sealed after
cabling. The upper edge of the well is 20 cm above the ground surface;

5. The battery (dedicated power supply) has a capacity ≥ 100 AH and can withstand
low temperatures (offering normal service under −30 ◦C);

6. The data collected for 10 consecutive days are taken as the basis to judge whether the
temperature monitoring system functions normally.

5.3. Stress and Strain Monitoring
5.3.1. Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG)

FBG is widely applied in the fiber-sensing field. It can be used to measure a variety
of physical quantities, such as temperature, strain, stress, displacement, pressure, and
acceleration [121]. Based on wavelength modulation, the FBG sensor has a strong resistance
to electromagnetic interference and a long service life, making it particularly suitable for
long-distance transmission or a harsh engineering environment.

The FBG will produce period strain when it is subjected to a vibration perturbation, so
the central wavelength of the fiber Bragg grating will produce periodic drift. The vibration
information can be obtained by detecting this periodic drift signal. The grating period or the
fiber core refractive index will change when the temperature, strain, stress, or other physical
quantity to be measured around the grating changes, shifting the central wavelength of the
fiber Bragg grating. By detecting the displacement of the grating wavelength, the change in
the physical quantity to be measured can be obtained. At present, all available sensors based
on the Bragg grating can measure the physical quantities of a tested object by measuring
and changing the wavelength at the center of the grating directly or indirectly [122–124].

A pipeline in a permafrost area is mainly exposed to axial stress. The stress on a
pipeline can be reflected by the axial stress if it is correctly measured. Therefore, the fiber
grating strain sensor measures only the axial strain of pipeline. According to the steel
flexibility theory, if the radius of a pipeline’s cross section, r, is known, a sensor can be used
to measure the single-axis longitudinal strain at three arcs with an interval of 90◦, A, B, and
C, in order to calculate the longitudinal strain at any point on the circumference (Figure 17).
All the longitudinal strains on the circumference are in a plane crossing the pipeline. All
longitudinal strains around the circumference are located in a plane passing through the
pipe, which is defined as follows:

mx + ny + pz = 1 (2)

where x and y are the coordinates of any point on the circumference; z is the longitudinal
strain of the point (x, y); and m, n, and p are random constants.
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The measured strains A, B, and C give the following boundary conditions:
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At the position x = −r,y = 0 and z = A; at the position x = 0, y = r and z = B; and
at the position x = r, y = 0 and z = C.

The maximum stress of pipeline is calculated as follows:

σ = E


4λ1+4λ3

2φ + (4λ1−4λ3)
2

2φ
√

24λ2
1+24λ2

3+44λ2
2−44λ14λ2−44λ24λ3

+ (4λ1+4λ3−24λ2)
2φ

√
4λ2

1+4λ2
3+44λ2

2+24λ14λ3−44λ14λ2−44λ24λ3

24λ2
1+24λ2

3+44λ2
2−44λ14λ2−44λ24λ3

× 10−6 (MPa) (3)

where4λ1,4λ2, and4λ3 are the wavelength variations of the fiber grating sensor, and φ
is the strain sensitivity coefficient after the sensor is attached to the pipeline.

A fiber grating sensor features high measurement accuracy and high sensitivity [125,126].
It is not subjected to electromagnetic interference, so is suitable for long-distance and dis-
continuous monitoring. It is also compact and uses a piece of optical fiber for measurement
in multiple channels. However, it is very costly. For a pipeline in service, its installation is
conducted in a large range. In particular, it requires excessive excavation for pipelines in
permafrost areas. It is recommended to install this type of sensor during the construction
of pipeline.

5.3.2. Vibrating Wire Sensor Monitoring

When the stress of a monitored structure varies, a sensor (strain gauge) detects the
deformation simultaneously. The deformation is transmitted by front and rear seats to a
vibrating wire and causes a variation in its stress, changing the vibration frequency. The
electromagnetic coil excites the vibrating wire and measures its vibration frequency. The
frequency signal is transmitted to the reading device through the cable, and the internal
strain of the monitored structure can then be measured. The temperature at the burial point
can also be simultaneously measured [127,128].

This technology has a high resolution, meaning that it can measure the micro strain
increment precisely. Moreover, it features good stability and repeatability. It can be used in
a harsh environment for a long time due to its good air and water tightness.

5.4. Ground-Penetrating Radar Measurement
5.4.1. Principles of Monitoring System

Ground-penetrating radar is a broad-spectrum (1 MHz–1 GHz) electromagnetic tech-
nology for determining the distribution of a medium in the ground. When an electromag-
netic wave propagates in a medium, its path, electromagnetic field intensity, and waveform
vary with the electrical properties and geometry of the medium [129,130]. Hence, the
structure of a medium can be determined using the travel duration (i.e., two-way travel
time), amplitude, and waveform of a received wave. In this technology, there is a very short
distance between the transmitting and receiving antennae, which can even be combined.
When the dip angle of the strata is small, the entire path of the reflection wave is almost
vertical to the ground surface. Hence, the change in the normal reflection time at different
positions of the measurement line indicates the formation of underground strata.

Ground-penetrating radar technology has been widely applied in the survey of per-
mafrost areas since the 1980s. In combination with drilling and pitting, ground-penetrating
radar can effectively realize the efficient and convenient investigation of the spatial distribu-
tion, burial depth, position, and development process of permafrost. Based on the charac-
teristics of the permafrost along the pipeline route in permafrost area, ground-penetrating
radar can select some typical permafrost zones and profiles for proper investigation to
learn about the permafrost distribution and ice content in these zones, thus determining
the thaw settlement of permafrost due to the thermal effect of a pipeline when there are
different surface vegetations, different geological locations and landforms, different protec-
tive measures (e.g., laying of thermal insulation materials and the burial of heat pipelines),
and different average annual ground temperatures [131,132].
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As shown in Figure 18, in ground-penetrating radar technology, the receiving antenna
does not only receive the reflection waves from the underground reflection strata. The first
pulse that arrives is the air direct wave, which is transmitted from the transmitting antenna
to the receiving antenna at the velocity of light (0.2998 m/ns). The second pulse to arrive is
the surface direct wave, which propagates directly between the transmitting and receiving
antennas. The receiving antenna can also receive the reflection wave from the underground
reflection strata and the refracted wave, under satisfactory conditions.
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5.4.2. Characteristics of Monitoring System

Ground-penetrating radar features a high operating frequency and mainly relies on the
displacement current as its geological medium. Therefore, there is actually little dispersion
in the transmission of high-frequency wideband electromagnetic waves, and the velocity is
basically determined by the electrical properties of the medium [133].

Ground-penetrating radar is a nondestructive inspection method. It is convenient to
carry, simple to operate, and fast to measure. Moreover, it is able to accurately determine
and greatly analyze the coordinates in the direction of surveying line. However, its pen-
etration depth is affected by the nature and density degree of the medium. Based on the
drilling and temperature measurement results, it can determine the permafrost distribution,
pipeline and freeze–thaw depth, and the underground ice development in the section.

5.5. Slope Monitoring
5.5.1. Time-Domain Reflectometry

Time-domain reflectometry (TDR) is an electronic measurement technology that has
always been used to measure and spatially position the shape features of objects [134,135].

In TDR, a pulse wave (fast step signal) is transmitted into a coaxial cable. A pulse
signal can reflect the impedance characteristics of the coaxial cable during its propagation
in the cable. Characteristic impedance is an inherent property of the cable and depends
on the medium inside the cable and the diameter of the cable. When the cable is twisted,
stretched, broken, deformed in any other form, or encounters external substances such
as water, its characteristic impedance will change. When a test pulse experiences the
characteristic impedance change of cable, it will generate a reflection wave. The incident
wave is compared with the reflection wave to determine their difference, which can then
be used to judge the state of the coaxial cable (such as its open circuit, short circuit, or
deformation status). If the TDR test pulse signal has the propagation velocity in the test
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cable and the time interval between the transmission signal and reflection signal is, the
distance from the cable to the position of deformation, d, is given by:

d = Vp × Td/2 (4)

where VP is the TDR test pulse signal propagation velocity in the test cable, Td is the time
interval between the transmission signal and the reflection signal, and d is the distance
from the cable to the position. Therefore, the position at which the state of the coaxial cable
changes can be determined.

When a TDR system is used for monitoring, a hole is drilled at a position on the slope
as needed, and a TDR coaxial cable is placed in the hole and then connected to the cable
tester. As a signal source, the cable tester transmits the step-by-step voltage pulse, which
propagates through the cable and reflects the pulse signal reflected from the cable. A data
recorder is connected to the cable tester to record and store the pulses reflected from the
cable for future analysis.

The coaxial cable in a TDR monitoring system is in direct contact with the slope or
landslide; therefore, it can be regarded as a sensor. If any change happens to the earth
after the coaxial cable used for testing is placed, the earth’s displacement will cause the
deformation of the coaxial cable, which changes the characteristic impedance of the cable.
Meanwhile, the TDR landslide-monitoring system on the ground surface can monitor the
deformation of the coaxial cable in the hole. In the monitoring process, a test pulse signal
is transmitted to the coaxial cable first, while automatic data collection is performed with
respect to the reflection signal. The reflection wave data from the cable are read. The large
deformation of the cable happens at the position at which the peak pulse reflection signal
is generated so that the movement of strata can be monitored. When the reflection wave
becomes stronger, it can be used to predict the damage that will be caused to the rock and
earth in a region, achieving the dynamic monitoring of the region.

5.5.2. Borehole Inclinometer

A fixed borehole inclinometer has a high sensitivity and accuracy. It can be used to
realize automatic and continuous data collection [136]. It is one of the effective monitoring
instruments for measuring the deformation direction, quantity, and rate of a landslide along
the slip zone, and for judging the deep deformation state of a landslide. The inclinometer
consists of an inclination-measuring tube, probe, control cable, and digital recorder [137].
The constitution and operating principles of an inclinometer are shown in Figure 19.
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For the principles of operation, an inclinometer measures the change in the angle
between its axis and the plumb line to calculate the horizontal displacement of rock and
earth at different elevations. A vertical inclination measuring tube with four guide grooves
is buried in a suitable way in the rock and earth. When the tube is deformed by force, the
inclinometer displays the radian displacement angle, θi, formed by the axis of the deformed
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tube and the vertical line section by section. Based on the section length at the measuring
point, the horizontal displacement increment at different elevations is calculated as follows:

4 di = ∑ L · sin θi (5)

After section by section aggregation from the bottom measuring point of the tube, the
actual horizontal displacement at any elevation can be obtained:

bi =
n

∑
i=1
4di (6)

The diagram of the relevant detection technology is as follows:
In the above equations,4di is the horizontal displacement increment in the measured

section; L is the length of the section to which the measuring point belongs; θi is the
angle formed by the axis of the tube and the plumb line in the measured section; bi is the
displacement at the point i starting from the bottom of the fixed tube; and n is the number
of sections of the measuring borehole.

6. New Technologies for Pipeline Defect In-Line Inspection

Cathodic protection current mapping (CPCM) in-line inspection is a technology de-
veloped by U.S. Baker Hughes Inc. As shown in Figure 18, this in-line inspection tool can
quickly and accurately record the quantity and direction of the cathodic protection current
in a pipeline. Pipeline companies can clearly learn about the current at different positions
along the entire pipeline and determine where external pipeline corrosion is most likely
to happen. When the tool operates in the pipeline, it obtains data based on the pressure
drop caused by the cathodic protection current flowing back to the power supply. It is
easy to find out and quantify the source and density change of current, short circuit, and
connection. The tool has the following advantages: it resolves the problem of pipeline
inspection when crossing railways, rivers, or hills, etc.; it greatly reduces labor costs and
data collection time; it realizes a 100% pipeline inspection coverage; and it significantly
lowers the influence of the external environment on inspection.

“Illegal Hot Tapping” has been a problem troubling petroleum pipeline enterprises
for a long time. Every year, it causes a large number of severe consequences in China and
around the world. It brings hazards, such as a direct loss of resources, the indirect cost of
emergency repairs, and transfers halts and restarts, irreversible environmental pollution,
oil and gas explosion, death, and personal injury. Oil stealing is often not discovered
immediately. Oil theft does not happen at a specific place. The valves for oil stealing are
often secretly installed on the pipeline or abandoned if discovered, so that they cannot be
discovered in a timely manner. During the construction of some new pipelines, valves are
even installed for stealing oil when they are put into operation. All these factors become
hazards to the operation of pipelines. Considering the features of stealing oil by drilling,
the China Pipeline Company has developed a special, in-line inspection tool (see Figure 20)
which is different from a high-accuracy, magnetic flux leakage in-line inspection tool. This
tool is equipped with a special weak magnetic disturbance probe. During its operation, it
achieves very high inspection rate for branches on the pipeline with a diameter of 5 mm
and above. Moreover, this tool has a lower operation cost and has no special requirements
for the cleanliness of the pipeline, so it can quickly issue an inspection report and accurately
locate the illegal hot tapping where oil stealing occurs.

The Halfwave company has developed a new ultrasonic inspection technology and
tool. The technology uses a number of widely applied ultrasonic sensors to perform the
in-line inspection of a pipeline with regard to metal loss, so as to determine whether
there is any metal loss or damage. The tool is different from a common UT tool in the
following aspects: (1) it does not need a liquid coupling agent to transmit the ultrasonic
signal to pipeline wall, so it can inspect natural gas pipelines; and (2) the acoustic resonance
technology (ART) signal can penetrate the coating, loose scraps, and surface deposits
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(especially wax) more effectively than the traditional UT signal, so it lowers the requirement
for pipeline cleaning before inspection. The tool is applicable to all thicknesses of pipeline,
and its inspection accuracy can reach +/− 0.2 mm.
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7. Conclusions

The influence of geological hazards, including thaw settle and frost heave, brings
tremendous challenges to the safe operation of long-distance oil and gas pipelines in per-
mafrost areas. In-line and off-line inspection and focused monitoring provide an effective
way to guarantee the intrinsic safety and integrity of long-distance oil and gas pipelines
in permafrost areas. This paper summarizes and describes the methods for in-line and
off-line inspection and monitoring of pipelines in permafrost areas, and further introduces
the latest method for pipeline inspection. Conclusions are drawn as follows:

1. Regarding defects, including the metal loss of a pipeline in a permafrost area, in-
line inspection methods may be employed. These include magnetic flux leakage,
electromagnetic eddy current, ultrasonic, and electromagnetic acoustic transducer
inspections. Regarding geometry deformations such as pit, a high-accuracy geometry
inspection tool can be used for inspection. The IMU in-line inspection technology
can be employed to indicate bending and variation in a pipeline along the entire
route. It features a high inspection accuracy, accurate positioning, and comprehensive
data, etc., so it is applicable to the bending strain and displacement inspection of a
pipeline in a permafrost area. Different inspection technologies are combined and
analyzed comprehensively to fully understand and learn about the state of pipelines
in permafrost areas;

2. Off-line inspection is another important way to inspect a pipeline in a permafrost
area. Indirect inspection is combined with verification by direct inspection to check
and evaluate the integrity of the anticorrosive coating and the effectiveness of the
cathodic protection for the pipeline. In the end, a pipeline external corrosion control
rectification scheme is put forward based on inspection and evaluation;

3. Regarding the external environment of a pipeline in a permafrost area, a monitoring
system should be developed and established. For instance, a temperature-sensing
system can effectively detect the influence of surrounding permafrost and the devel-
opment trend of the thaw cycle after a pipeline is put into operation, providing a
technical guarantee for the dynamic observation of the soil temperature field around
the buried pipeline. The pipeline-displacement monitoring system, based on the
measurement by electronic total station, can monitor the pipeline displacement in
a convenient, vivid, and effective way. A grating fiber stress inspection system can
provide the absolute and relative load conditions for a pipeline in the monitored
area. Due to its high accuracy and confidence level, the system can be taken as an
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important method for the early warning of pipeline displacement and load safety in
the key areas.

In general, it is possible to learn about the state, ambient temperature, pipeline stress,
strain, displacement, and other important parameters of a pipeline in a timely and effective
manner by performing in-line and off-line inspections and establishing an integrated moni-
toring system for a pipeline in a permafrost area. The analysis of data from inspection and
monitoring is of great significance to the safe operation of a pipeline in a permafrost area.
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